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NEW CENTRAL WISCONSIN CHILDREN’S MUSEUM INTERACTIVE LEGO LAB MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY PREVAIL BANK 

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS PROGRAM 

Prevail Bank has donated $3,250 to the Central Wisconsin Children’s Museum to help encourage local youth to get familiar 

with and better understand engineering and the design process. With this donation, Prevail Bank is helping to develop a 

new STEM-based learning experience for those in the greater Stevens Point community. 

Cory Rusch, Director of Development at the Central Wisconsin Children’s Museum, states, “With Prevail Bank's 

outstanding help, our new STEM Lego Lab provides opportunities for individuals and groups to practice engineering and 

design processes. Focusing on Lego Technic and Education, the Lab covers everything from basic and simple engineering 

to advanced robotic construction and coding. Yes, participants can build and battle robots. Yes, participants can create 

architecture. Yes, participants can build and race vehicles. With growth in this new exhibit, we expect lots of good, 

educational fun.” 

Prevail Bank’s goal is to pursue what’s possible within our local communities. 

Passionate about the advancement of community based projects, and 

supporting local organization growth; Prevail Bank is a community bank that 

is continuously working to support our community. 

Prevail Bank’s Charitable Contributions program is available for local non-

profit organizations in the communities we serve to help local people in need 

and provide more to our communities.  If your organization is interested in 

applying for funds for a major initiative in your community, review our 

Community Giving webpage. 

Pictured: Cory Rusch; Central Wisconsin Children’s Museum Director of Development 

 

***** 

Prevail Bank is a federally chartered savings bank founded in 1934 with locations in Baraboo, Eau Claire, Marshfield, 

Medford, Owen, Phillips, Stevens Point, Wausau and Wisconsin Rapids. 
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